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AC Chat: 
  Andrea Glandon:Welcome to the Sub Team for Sunrise Data Review call held on Wednesday, 27 
February 2019 at 18:00 UTC. 
  Andrea Glandon:Wiki Agenda Page: https://community.icann.org/x/_Z8WBg 
  George Kirikos:Hi folks. 
  David McAuley:Hello all, I am #4154 on list 
  Andrea Glandon:Thank you, David! 
  David McAuley:we have been starting at 5 past the top of hour - assume we should keep that to allow 
more to join 
  David McAuley:please mute if not speaking 
  Julie Hedlund 2:Per George's comments -- see the top of page 6, further righ-hand column. 
  Julie Hedlund 2:*right-hand 
  George Kirikos:Agree, I didn't find anything either for Q1. 
  George Kirikos:Sound a little muffled? 
  Mary Wong:As a reminder, the discussion with Jon Nevett was not b/c Donuts was the biggest registry 
operator, but because that sub team was dealing with the Additional Voluntary RPMs (and Donut was 
offering the DPML). 
  Maxim Alzoba:Ш цшдд гыу срфе 
  Maxim Alzoba:I will use chat 
  Julie Hedlund 2:@Maxim: You were a bit hard to hear--could you repeat? 
  George Kirikos:The NSA filters on lines from Russia might be causing noise. ;-) 

https://community.icann.org/x/_Z8WBg


  Maxim Alzoba:Have we checked the number of the TLDs that were questioned to the total number of 
gTLDs? 
  George Kirikos:@Maxim: I don't think we had data on that, even from the surveys. All anonymous. 
  Maxim Alzoba:I see that in data only handful of TLDs were mentioned 
  George Kirikos:But, the input on that call from Jon Nevett wasn't from a survey, he identified himself 
obiously. 
  Maxim Alzoba:Jon did not act on bahalf of all Registries 
  Maxim Alzoba:*behalf 
  Maxim Alzoba:ok 
  George Kirikos:Can't remember if that was pre- or post-acquisition of Rightside by Donuts. 
  George Kirikos:(with their additional TLDs) 
  Mary Wong:@George, I believe it preceded the acqusition 
  Maxim Alzoba:I will re-login with another app - to have less static  
  Susan Payne:@Geoge agreed, although it's clear from the transcript that Jon was speaking somewhat 
off the cuff when he gave those premium name stats.  So they are approx rather than exact 
  George Kirikos:•@Susan: you might be right. 
  George Kirikos:I think David points to the same portion, right. 
  Maxim Alzoba:I meant that using info from Jon should not be extended to degree when it explains 
what is going on with other TLDs 
  George Kirikos:Right, it's another anecdote. 
  George Kirikos:•Thanks for clarifying, David. 
  George Kirikos:Did any of the registrars perhaps have insights on this? (as they would have run the 
sunrises for those TLDs) 
  George Kirikos:(i.e. did they get docs in English only, or also non-English for IDN TLDs, etc) 
  George Kirikos:Looks like no registrars on today's call. 
  Susan Payne:yep was going to make a similar comment to Maxim 
  Julie Hedlund 2:@All: As David has noted, the Google docs will be reopened until midnight EST today in 
case people wish to add comments on whether the data is helpful in answering the charter questions, or 
not. 
  Maxim Alzoba:@Julie, please add this either to the notes or to the resulting document :Note to Note 
2.2.TLD Startup Information Page https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-
3A__newgtlds.icann.org_en_program-2Dstatus_sunrise-2Dclaims-
2Dperiods1&d=DwIFaQ&c=FmY1u3PJp6wrcrwll3mSVzgfkbPSS6sJms7xcl4I5cM&r=k7uKdjSb7_ZjItyVqrCY
Ho_rKms9SFxlmbYEJqG-y9I&m=ScGb5pGaVk1ccLtksT0b4VfoDWKsRF8sPgalHvi9UNk&s=mwdc-
keiuQgI2q6y6WgJfFh61m9bB5Y5d7XC4m4t0wo&e=. The tool was intended to a place where english 
documents were and are uploaded, so lack of policies in languages other than English, does not mean 
that those do not exist (on the nic.TLD websites of the Registries), it means that this particular source 
does not have IDN documents and limited only to english versions (including sunrise polices).2. It does 
not allow to search by IDN name (need to use A-label, starting with xn--) 
  George Kirikos:For Kathy's, it's a really long article, so I tried to find various page references. 
  George Kirikos:Long transcript, rather. 
  Maxim Alzoba:*intedned to be a place 
  David McAuley:Maxim also commented on this point 
  Julie Hedlund 2:@Maxim: If you are commenting on additional data and whether it answers the charter 
questions, could you please add your comments to the google doc when we reopen it? 
  Maxim Alzoba:CORE represented number of GEOs, and only one of ALPs worked (the one represented 
by the of Madrid city itself) 
  Maxim Alzoba:@Julie, I will add this to my calendar in order not to forget. 
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  George Kirikos:When you say 'worked", can you elaborate, Maxim? 
  Susan Payne:I'm not disputing that Amadeo made those comments.  But worth bearing in mind that 
he's also provided this same feedback during the survey's conducted by AG 
  Maxim Alzoba:@George, to degree of being approved (just in a few years) 
  George Kirikos:Thanks Maxim. 
  Maxim Alzoba:@George, usually if a Registry does not conduct business for few years, it bleeds money 
badly (obligations to keep lots of things running) 
  George Kirikos:Please don't put it into a Spreadsheet (those spreadsheets are hard to navigate, as we 
saw in the EPDP comment period). 
  Julie Hedlund 2:@George: It won't be a spread sheet 
  Julie Hedlund 2:It will be a table 
  Julie Hedlund 2:(It is a table) 
  Julie Hedlund 2:There will be a summary and links to the google doc 
  Maxim Alzoba:is it possible to use Doc instead of sheets? (like the final  report for EPDP) 
  George Kirikos:Thanks Julie. (those spreadsheets were a good idea, but only work when the cell 
contents are relatively short, which wasn't the case for most of the past input!0 
  Maxim Alzoba:so we have a single document and not a lots of cells 
  Kathy Kleiman:Tx you, David!!! 
  Maxim Alzoba:and it is searchable ... unlike lots of sheets 
  Ariel Liang:We will distribute the summary table in a word document to the sub teams, like what staff 
did after the AG data analysis  
  George Kirikos:Great, thanks Ariel. 
  Kathy Kleiman:Safe travels!!! 
  George Kirikos:Actually, PDF would be even better. 
  George Kirikos:(everyone agrees on page numbers when it's a PDF) 
  Maxim Alzoba:@George, it could be both (doc and PDF of it) 
  Ariel Liang:sure, staff can distribute both word and PDF docs, but note that PDF cannot be 
edited/commented on  
  Mary Wong:The idea is for everyone to point out errors or concerns on the list so that we can re-edit 
(as Julie is saying) 
  Kathy Kleiman:Sound it be a Google doc for part of next week?? 
  Kathy Kleiman:to allow easer suggestions? 
  Maxim Alzoba:@Julie, When we might have the e-mail about 'last edits could be done' e.t.c.? 
  Mary Wong:@Maxim all - please give staff time to prepare the table, we are doing our best to capture 
an accurate summary of discussions up to today. 
  Kathy Kleiman:Fair enough! 
  David McAuley:midnight est is 05:00 UTC Feb 28, tomorrow 
  Ariel Liang:Thanks David - the google docs will be open for comments for about 10 more hours  
  Maxim Alzoba:for me only 2 hours left (after that I have a meeting till 1AM) 
  Mary Wong:And that is why we plan to send the summary in PDF - it will be easier for everyone to see 
others' comments via the mailing list and staff will track as well as update the summary as necessary. 
  Mary Wong:Yes, Phil to go first please! 
  George Kirikos:Some might be tradeoffs, though, e.g. eliminate one of sunrise or TM claims. A subteam 
on its own can't make that tradeoff, without communicating with the other subteam and stakeholders. 
  Maxim Alzoba:bye all and safe flights 
  George Kirikos:Bye folks 
  Philip Corwin:For all going to Kobe, safe travel and see you there 
  George Kirikos:No homework this week, yay! 



  Zak Muscovitch:Many thanks, Julie, David, et al. 
  Greg Shatan 2:Bye all! 
 
 


